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The intensities of ortho-positronium components related to the pores
and to small voids in the bulk were determined for a series of Vycor glasses.
The ratio of "pore fraction" to the total o-Ps yield depends on the specific
surface area of the porous medium. The diffusion coefficient for o-Ps was
found equal to 3.7 x 10 -5 cm2 /s.
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1. Introduction
Positronium (Ps), the bound state of electron and positron, locates in the

regions of low electron density (voids) in the medium structure [1]. The ortho-Ps
lifetime, which in vacuum amounts  ≈140 ns, in the voids reduces due to the inter-
action of the positron with surrounding molecular electrons (the pick-off process).
In porous materials, like silica gels and Vycor glasses, there are two distinctly
different types of voids:

— the pores, i.e. complex channel-like structures with average diameter usu-
ally over 4 nm,

— small, subnanometer free spaces in the amorphous structure of the bulk,
with the sizes not exceeding 0.4-0.6 nm.

The o-Ps lifetimes in typical pores are larger than 40 ns, while in small voids
they are 2 ns or less, thus distinction of these two groups of free spaces is easy.
This paper represents an attempt to study the distribution of Ps into two groups
of voids as a function of specific pore surface area.

2. Experimental
Positron source 22 Na in a Kapton envelope was placed between two layers

of Vycor glass (grains 35-75 μm) and pressed together in a brass container. The
container was fixed to the cold finger inside the chamber evacuated to 0.4 Pa; this
pressure is sufficient to eliminate Ps quenching by the oxygen in the air. The other
end of finger could be submerged in liquid nitrogen or connected to the heater. The
temperature controlling heater was placed between the sample container and the
finger. The temperature of container was kept constant with the accuracy ±0.2 K
(±0.5 K at highest temperatures). The parameters of glass samples are collected
in Table.
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TABLE
Sample characteristics. The errors indicated in the columns 4, 5 are fitting errors only.

The lifetime spectra were measured with a standard fast-slow spectrome-
ter; the energy window in the stop counter was widely open (80% of the energy
range) to accept the largest possible part of the continuous energy spectrum of
three-quantum annihilation. The time base was 2 ps (channel definition 256 ps);
the resolution of spectrometer was 300 ps; typical statistics was 2 x 10 6 coinci-
dences per spectrum. The spectra were processed by LT program [2].

3. Results and discussion

Tho shortest-lived component represents the annihilation of free positrons
and of singlet para-Ps. At our channel definition they cannot be resolved and are
seen as one, with τ1 ≈ 400 ps. The component related to ortho-Ps in the bulk
has the lifetime 72 of about 1.45 ns; it means that, according to the spherical
model [3], o-Ps is located in the free spaces 0.23 nm in radius. The longest-lived
component is not purely exponential; it is distorted in the initial part by the
annihilation of nonthermalized o-Ps [4]. One can approximate it by two discrete
components or by one component with continuous distribution. In this paper
that other variant was chosen. The pore radii of all investigated glasses were over
4 nm, thus the longest-lived component (if one neglects the initial range of delays)
in all samples reached, or was close to, the saturation value r 3 ≈140 ns, like
for o-Ps in vacuum [5]. The sum of intensities of both o-Ps components I2 + I3
varies in relatively narrow limits (30-40)%, but the ratio of these intensities can
change from domination of the short-lived one to its reduction to several percent. .
The I3 component contains almost entirely the three-quantum decays, while I2
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Fig. 1. Relative intensity of o-Ps in the pores (/κ) vs. β parameter. The solid line
represents the fitting of Eq. (1) to the experimental points.

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the bulk o-Ps lifetime t 2 and of the intensities I2

(points), I3 (squares) for glass sample No. 5 (see Table). Fitting errors are comparable
to the size of symbols.
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represents two-quantum events. The difference in efficiency of the registration of .
two- and three-quantum annihilations can distort the value of I3 intensity, however
the possible distortion is the same for all samples.

The intensity of the 140 ns component is determined by the pore surface
area. The small voids in the bulk appear in large concentration, thus only these
o-Ps atoms which were formed in a thin layer near the surface have the chance
to diffuse to the pores. Figure 1 shows the yield of o-Ps trapped in the pores as
a function of specific pore area. When this area is 17 m 2/g the pore component
is 3.8% only, while the bulk component is 39%, the proportion is reversed at
200 m 2/g. The distribution of o-Ps into pores and bulk voids can be described by
the model proposed by Brandt and Paulin [6] for fine powders and modified by
Venkateswaran et al. [7] to be applicable to porous media. According to this model
the ratio n = 13 /(12 + 13) is

where ß = Sp(Dτ2) 1 / 2/3, S is the surface area, p is bulk glass density, and D is
the diffusion coefficient. The solid curve in Fig. 1 shows κ fitted to the experi-
mental data. The diffusion coefficient for Ps in the Vycor glass was found equal to
D = 3.7 x 10- 5 cm2/s. It is slightly larger than that determined by Venkateswaran
et al. [7] for porous polymers (amberlites), and smaller than that found by Brandt
and Paulin for pure fine powdered silica.

The temperature dependence of lifetime spectrum was investigated for the
sample No. 5 in which the intensities I2 and I 3 are comparable. The result is
shown in Fig. 2. The lifetime r2 is almost constant, the rise of the temperature by
420 K changes it by 4.8% only. The ratio of intensities is rises with temperature
too, however the plot ln(I2/I3) vs. 1/T is not linear as one can expect from the
diffusion model.
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